M. I. T. MEETS OLD RIVALS
WILL AROUSE ENTHUSIASM AT PEP MEETING TODAY

TECHNOLOGY MEETS CORNELL TEAM ON CINDERS TODAY MORROW

Ihacians, Indoor Champions Four Years Ago, Meet on Tech Field

M. I. T. STRONG ON TRACK

Kirkwin, Carethers, and Wright

Outstanding Entries in Great Track Meet

Irwin, who incidentally is eager to move up a notch this year. The Red and White strength, since the half the Cardinal and Gray are made up of a fast and dependable pair in Lud Jandris and the furlong Technology has a fast track. Tomorrow it is hoped that the men with the exception of the hurdles, the track meet, will be well on the way at 2 o'clock. The Harvard men will be on hand to lend the cheer, and the freshmen band will add volume to the occasion. The meeting is being held under the auspices of the Calumet Club, and will be presided over by Edward A. Fales, '30, president of the Club. As usual, the meeting will be held in Room 10-252.

PARADE FOR BENEFIT OF VISITORS TODAY

Arrangement has been made to hold a parade, through the streets of Boston, on Saturday afternoon. Bunting will be put up throughout the city in preparation for the occasion. In addition to the usual parades, the Jayvees will have a special parade at 3 o'clock. The parade will be followed by a picnic at the Freshman Club's grounds. The parade will be followed by a special program at the Freshman Club's grounds.

NOMINATIONS FOR CLASS ELECTIONS (Continued on page 4)

1931

President

R. H. Phelan

S. H. Thayer

Chairman, Committee

G. L. Clift

Vice-President

J. E. Blodgett

Secretary-Treasurer

G. L. Clift

Executive Committee

J. E. Blodgett

R. H. Phelan

G. L. Clift

1931

Institute Committee

J. E. Blodgett

R. H. Phelan

G. L. Clift

1931

Transportation Expert Who Will Give Lecture

F. A. Sornmers

P. M. President

B. & M. President

WILL SPEAK TODAY

Entire Student Body May Hear Aldred Lecturer Describe Renewed Life

Taking as his topic, "Debts and the School of Experience," Mr. George Haukness, President of the Boston and Maine Railroad Company, will speak at the Aldred Lecture in Room 10-252 at 3 o'clock this afternoon. It was announced that he would give a detailed account of the construction of the railroad and the dangers that have been taken in making the railroad. He will also give a detailed account of the construction of the railroad and the dangers that have been taken in making the railroad.

BREW BOAT IMPROVES

First Race Scheduled to Start at Four O'Clock Tomorrow Afternoon

Pacing the difficulty of repairing their boat on shore, the Varsity will use the last boat tonight. It is proper for tomorrow's boat to be repaired. The dinner at Princeton seemed to take a lot of life out of the crew, and this week's turnouts have not been very satisfactory.

As the Princeton crew the freshmen were rowing for the first time in competition, and not because they think, but because their rather poor showing was to be forgiven. As an experience, the journey to Princeton, the boat, and the crews themselves have helped the freshmen. The Varsity in the annual races from now on will be the only ones that will be able to win.
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As We Like It

THE MACDAP

Rather than being the conventional musical comedy, "The Madoit" at the Gladding is as the program states, a comedy with music. The element of comedy is at times amusing, but the music, though pleasant, is nothing truly exceptional.

Although the story is too new yet, it has been deemed up extremely well with clever lines and characters so that one forgets completely its age. A woman with a daughter of twelve is surprised by her husband who tells her his daughter is but twelve. . .

Mitzi carries off the lead part exceedingly well and in a child's clothes in which she "can slow her legs with out imagination, the look and the manner is quite youthful. The supporting parts also are for the most part well acted. With an unusually good looking chorus and some clever singing there is entertainment for the eyes as well as the ears. It offers excellent proof that a new idea and plot are not neces-

MADCAP

sarily good for an enjoyable musical comedy if the action and cast are sufficiently competent. H. T. G.

EVEN a nine-day wonder is longer-lived than many a bargain on paper. On wash-day the customer's beautiful illusion that she found a bargain fades like a nightmare.

But the merchant's illusion that he made a profit unfortunately continues like the pot of gold to lure him on to still "bigger and better bargains."

The shopper is wiser; she doesn't trust that store's work for color fastness. She won't bother telling him but she'll go out of her way to tell everybody else.

The merchant is sadder but wiser; he still believes in glit guarantees.

Competition gets the blame — and gets its customers.

After all, there's no substitute for real value.

THE TECH BOOK LIST

AD THE TECH BOOK LIST PHYSIOLOGY

PHYSIOLOGY by V. H. Mottram. New York: W. W. Norton & Com-

Since the World War, there has been a tremendous growth in the study of what the popular mind has sought out what was hitherto considered as information within the limits of preposterous; man and woman has been populated for general public.

Physiology is the latest to fall into this category, and V. H. Mottram has done his task particularly well, so that this current work represents a comprehensively handled undertaking.

The current reader will find that much of his work is new to him concerning the functioning of his body; while the reader of yesterday will find things presented in a popular way, which, while not detracting from its veracity, increases its ability to gain appeal to the reader's imagination.

F. M.

EVALUATION OF MAN CONCERNING MAN'S ORIGIN, by Sir Arthur Keith. New York, G. P. Put-

n'ssons' series.

In a concise and soberly written resume of the various scientific facts pointing to the conclusion that man is the outcome of the evolution of many animals, Sir Arthur Keith gives us the complete story of the evolution of man from the days of the first men to the time when man was civilized.

The first section reviews man's origin, the second section analyzes the writer before the British Association, and is a concise summary of most

of the current knowledge about the family tree of the human race. For the simple, in our mind, a great scientist to give other great scien-

tists. It is, however, a very laid explanation of why the foremost think-

ers in the present generation have accepted the theory of evolution.

Other chapters of this book deal at length with further proofs of the origins of the species, involving the various transitional stages passed through by the human ephemer from the time of our common ancestor, to his gradual development to the present.

The author, Sir Arthur Keith, has been popularized for general pub-

lished, has sought out what was hitherto considered as information within the limits of preposterous; man and woman has been populated for general public.

PHYSIOLOGY by V. H. Mottram. New York: W. W. Norton & Com-

Since the World War, there has been a tremendous growth in the study of what the popular mind has sought out what was hitherto considered as information within the limits of preposterous; man and woman has been populated for general public.

Physiology is the latest to fall into this category, and V. H. Mottram has done his task particularly well, so that this current work represents a comprehensively handled undertaking.

The current reader will find that much of his work is new to him concerning the functioning of his body; while the reader of yesterday will find things presented in a popular way, which, while not detracting from its veracity, increases its ability to gain appeal to the reader's imagination.

F. M.

EVALUATION OF MAN CONCERNING MAN'S ORIGIN, by Sir Arthur Keith. New York, G. P. Put-

n'ssons' series.

In a concise and soberly written resume of the various scientific facts pointing to the conclusion that man is the outcome of the evolution of many animals, Sir Arthur Keith gives us the complete story of the evolution of man from the days of the first men to the time when man was civilized.

The first section reviews man's origin, the second section analyzes the writer before the British Association, and is a concise summary of most
BEAVERS LOSE TO BOSTON COLLEGE

Engineer Gymnasts in New York Meet

Coach Jack Pearson leads the list of Engineer participants who traveled down to New York this weekend to compete in the National Gymnastics Tournament. The results of this meet will be of great significance since the winners are chosen for representation on the Olympic teams.

The Engineers have entered two gymnasts-

Clarence and Kuki Show

Up for Institute Nine

Playing against the strong and as yet unskilled Brown University team, Technology went down to a 15-2 defeat, with only one of its returning veterans, Gingerly and the fall being the smallest. Clarence and Kuki played for the team on the floor, and never once seemed at all out of order. Butchett at half, he was the best performer of the seniors, and the only one who can be recommended for the Olympic trials on the horizon. So this is the only event which he intends to enter. Pearson is entered in all of the Olympic events and hopes to be in a number of them, but he will not compete in them in New York this week.

The seniors, who have been the brightest and most consistent performers for the Technology team, are the other Engineers who will be at the meet. Clarence and Kuki will try to come back with a piece in the team and Dave will concentrate on the horizontal bar. Olympic teams were named in every event and kept the Shamrock, which is not an Olympic event. Despite the many Olympic exercises only on the horizon, so the results of this meet will be of great significance.

Dormitory Baseball Teams Start Season

Once more the season opened at the end of the fall, with the usual presentation of the annual baseball tournament. Last year's winners performed a big trip, and the New York ball team, which was the returning only barely of them.

This year promises some real fight and may well be the most exciting and closest tournament in the history of the college. That is, on account of exciting games and some of the best players, the games will have been played once and again.

Varsity Netmen Too Much Class

For the Beaver nine, the good results have been the scene of many a close finish. The season furnished a nip and tuck battle, and the final score was 1-0 for the varsity team. The next highest score was 1-0 for the varsity team. The next highest score was 5-4 for the varsity team. The next highest score was 10-7 for the varsity team.

Rifle Team Elects

The rifle team has been elected for the new season, with the members of the board being selected according to the choice of the students. The team will lose three of its members, Robert M. Harbeck, one of the outstanders in the line, O. T. C. insignia were also given out among the members of the team. R. L. O. T. 30 was elected manager. Medals for service in the rifle range will be given out at the meeting.

Summary of the Brown meet:


Summary of the Tech meet:


FIRE TEAM ELECTS LEADERS FOR 1929

At a meeting of the fire team held today, Arthur Lapage '29 was elected foreman, John F. Lindley '29 boys' captain, and Frederick E. Carr '29 girls' captain.

[Box score data not visible in the image]

Harvard Golf Team Defeats Engineers

In a tournament held at the Harvard Country Club, Ed Yates and Charles H. S. Chalif made it a clean sweep, starting out from a draw and coming in at the finish in the basement of Walker Memorial. The Engineers, who made it a close contest in all their matches and thus divided honors, came away by a score of 7-3. They were not expected to win.

The "CROYDON"-that new Swagger English last by

Johnson & Murphy

"The Merchant of Venice"

Prices:

Plymouth, Mass., May 7, 2 weeks only

WINDSOR GROVE PLAYS

PLUS TAX

MAIL ORDERS NOW

SELTS NOW

The Plymouth Stage Company

Plymouth, Mass.

Friday, May 4, 1928
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ENGINEER GYMNASTS IN NEW YORK MEET

Pearson, Wells and Dolloff to Enter Nationals

Coach Jack Pearson leads the list of Engineer participants who traveled down to New York this weekend to compete in the National Gymnastics Tournament. These results of this event will be of great significance since the winners are chosen for representation on the Olympic teams.

The Engineers have entered two gymnasts-

Clarence and Kuki Show

Up for Institute Nine

Playing against the strong and as yet unskilled Brown University team, Technology went down to a 15-2 defeat, with only one of its returning veterans, Gingerly and the fall being the smallest. Clarence and Kuki played for the team on the floor, and never once seemed at all out of order. Butchett at half, he was the best performer of the seniors, and the only one who can be recommended for the Olympic trials on the horizon. So this is the only event which he intends to enter. Pearson is entered in all of the Olympic events and hopes to be in a number of them, but he will not compete in them in New York this week.
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Once more the season opened at the end of the fall, with the usual presentation of the annual baseball tournament. Last year's winners performed a big trip, and the New York ball team, which was the returning only barely of them.

This year promises some real fight and may well be the most exciting and closest tournament in the history of the college. That is, on account of exciting games and some of the best players, the games will have been played once and again.
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The rifle team has been elected for the new season, with the members of the board being selected according to the choice of the students. The team will lose three of its members, Robert M. Harbeck, one of the outstanders in the line, O. T. C. insignia were also given out among the members of the team. R. L. O. T. 30 was elected manager. Medals for service in the rifle range will be given out at the meeting.
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THE TECH MAKES MERRY AT BANQUET

Loui's French Cafe was the scene of the TECH banquet Wednesday night where a large number of the staffs of all departments gathered to eat an excellent dinner, enjoy the company of friends, and have a grand time. Miss Lisette Brouer, known as the "personalitry kid," rendered a number of ditties with Mr. Bertrand McIvor, and Missolvency of Paries" in New

Dr. James L. Tryon spent last week in
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He ended the week by attending the
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And here we offer a very exceptional service to students, couples, and young ladies, who demand the well ordered appearance that bespeaks judgment and ability.
black, black and semi-

Make your own from the world wide assortment of our mills at the unbeatable prices made in our own workrooms from foreign and domestic materials.

milled flannel and the stylish type of wide
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Here are some of the runing orders of a
our YOUNG MEN'S SPRING SUITS

(Young mens Dept. 2nd Floor)
And here we offer a very exceptional service to students, couples, and young ladies, who demand the well ordered appearance that bespeaks judgment and ability.
black, black and semi-

Make your own from the world wide assortment of our mills at the unbeatable prices made in our own workrooms from foreign and domestic materials.

milled flannel and the stylish type of wide